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ON A THEOREM OF MUCKENHOUPT AND WHEEDEN
AND A WEIGHTED INEQUALITY RELATED

TO SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS

C. PÉREZ

Abstract. We extend in several directions a theorem of B. Muckenhoupt and

R. Wheeden relating the ¿/-norms of Riesz potentials and fractional maximal

operators. We apply these results to give a simple proof and sharpen a weighted

inequality for Schrödinger operators of Chang, Wilson and Wolff.

1. Introduction

The main purpose of this paper is to give a simple proof and to sharpen a

weighted inequality for Schrödinger operators obtained by A. Chang, M. Wil-

son and T. Wolff in [6]. Our approach is different, and it is based on several

extensions of an important theorem of B. Muckenhoupt and R. Wheeden (cf.

[19]) relating the Riesz potentials and the fractional maximal operators. The

idea of using Muckenhoupt-Wheeden's theorem for studying these questions is

taken from M. Schechter in [22].
To be precise we let Iß , 0 < ß < n , denote the Riesz potentials or fractional

integrals defined by

These operators are closely related to the Marcinkiewicz or fractional maximal

operators Mß defined by

Mßfw=lfQ]Q^JQ\f(y)\äy>

where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q. The definition readily gives the

pointwise inequality Mßf(x) < clßf(x), x £ R" . However, the operator Iß is

not much larger than Mp as the theorem of B. Muckenhoupt and R. Wheeden

mentioned above shows. We recall that a weight w satisfies the A^ condition

of Muckenhoupt if there are constants c and ô > 0 such that

d) EW<C(\B)S
[) w(Q)-C\\Q\)   '

for each cube Q and each measurable subset P c Q.
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Theorem 1.1 (Muckenhoupt-Wheeden). Let 0 < ß < n, 0 < p < oo, and let

w £ Aoo . Then

\\Ißf\\u>(w) ~ \\Mßf\\u>iW)

for each function f £ Cq° .

In recent years this theorem has found several interesting applications. For

instance in [1] D. Adams has provided a simpler proof of the celebrated T.

Wolffs inequality in nonlinear potential theory than that in [12]. Another in-

teresting realization of Muckenhoupt-Wheeden's theorem is that it is essentially

equivalent with the fact that the positive cone of the Triebel-Lizorkin spaces

Fp'9, a<0,0</?,i3'<oo is independent of the parameter q (cf. [15]). As

we mentioned above M. Schechter used it (cf. [22]) to give a simpler proof of

an estimate for Schrödinger operators due to C. Fefferman and D. H. Phong

(cf. below).
The weighted inequality obtained by Chang, Wilson and Wolff is the follow-

ing:

Theorem 1.2. Let tp: (0, oo) -> (0, oo) be an increasing function, such that for

some positive constant c,
f°°   1   dt
i        —TT- < 00.

Suppose that v is a nonnegative function on R" such that for every cube Q

(2) 1^ J v(y)2(p(v(y)2\Q\2l")dy <k,

with k independent of Q. Then for each f £ Cq° ,

(3) / (v(y)\f(y)\)2dy <C f \Vf(y)\2dy,
Jr» Jr»

where the constant C is a multiple of k, but independent of f.

Shortly afterwards S. Chanillo and R. Wheeden apply the method of [6] to
extend this result to the LP case. This has been done in [7]. They also consider

a weighted version of (3) by replacing the Lebesgue measure dx on the right-

hand side by the weighted measure w(x) dx, with the assumption that w £ Ap .

J. M. Wilson has obtained in [25] Chanillo-Wheeden's theorem by deriving first

a two weighted square function inequality.

If we let tp(t) = tr~x, 1 < r < oo , the condition on v becomes

(4) mUn^_LJv{y)2rdy^      \k

These classes of weights were introduced by C. Fefferman and D. H. Phong in

[9] in connection with the spectrum of the Schrödinger operator -A - v , and

in particular they obtained (3) for y>(t) = tr~x . The weights studied by C. Fef-

ferman and D. H. Phong are particular cases of the Morrey spaces which play

a central role in the regularity theory of nonlinear elliptic equations (cf. [13]),

and more recently in the initial value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations

(cf. [14]). The approach used by Fefferman and Phong is based on (difficult) es-

timates of certain square functions from Harmonic Analysis. Shortly afterward
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Chang, Wilson and Wolff took up the same approach to obtain Theorem 1.2.

On the other hand R. Kerman and E. Sawyer obtained in [16], and by different

means, the following less geometrical but necessary and sufficient condition on

v for inequality (3) to hold:

//Jo Jo

v(x)2v(y)7
dxdy<kv2(Q),

uniformly on each dyadic cube Q, where v2(Q) — JQv(y)2dy.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we state the main results of the

paper. In §3 we collect some known results and set some notations that will be

used in the sequel. In §4 we shall prove several extensions of the Muckenhoupt-

Wheeden theorem, and finally in §5 we apply these results to obtain a weighted

inequality for Schrödinger operators.

Acknowledgment. The author wants to thank Professor R. Kerman for propos-

ing he look for a different proof of Theorem 1.2. He also is grateful to Professor

E. Sawyer for his interest in this work, and to the referee for pointing out to

him several interesting references.

2. Statement of the results

Our first result shows that Theorem 1.1 for the Lebesgue measure w = 1 still

holds if we replace the IP space norm by more general Banach function space

norms. For an arbitrary Banach function space X, X' denotes it dual, which

is also another Banach function space.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be any rearrangement-invariant Banach function space on

R" with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Suppose further that the Boyd upper

index o.X' is so that o.X' < 1. Then

'0    •\\hf\\x*\\Mßf\\x,        feC§

We shall also extend Theorem 1.1 to the vector-valued setting.

Theorem 2.2. Let 1 < p, q < oo. Then

(5) Y\hf\q
t/«

ip
Y\Mßf\q

1/9

,/=0
IP

for all functions f £ Cq° .

We remark that none of the above results follow directly from the good-A

type estimate obtained in [19].

In order to state our extension of Theorem 1.2 we shall define the following

general average. Let X be a Banach function space over R" with respect to the

Lebesgue measure. Given a measurable function / and any cube Q we define

the X-average of / over Q by

(6) Wf\\x,dQ = \\Tl(Q)(fXQ)\\x,

where r¿, ô > 0, is the dilation operator tsf(x) = f(6x), and %e is a
characteristic function of E. Observe that in the case X = U the average is

{w\IQw[yydy
1/r
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More generally, let X — LB be the Orlicz space defined by the Young function

B . Then the P-average is given by

(7) Wfh.dQ = inf {A > 0 : |i| I P (IM) dy < 1J .

For any Banach function space X we associate the following maximal oper-

ator defined for each locally integrable function / by

Mxf(x) = sup \\f\\x>dQ,
x€Q

where the supremum is taken over all the cubes containing x .

Theorem 2.3. Let 1 < p < oo, and let X be a Banach function space such that

Mx> : LP'(R") -> Lp'(Rn). Suppose that v is a nonnegative function on R" such

that for every cube Q,

(8) \Q\x/n\\v\\x,dQ<k,

with k independent of Q. Then for each f £ Cq° ,

(9) / (v(y)\f(y)\)pdy<C f \Vf(y)\pdy,
Jr» Jr»

where the constant C is a multiple of k, but independent of f.

To give a result in terms of Orlicz norms we give the following definition.

Definition 2.4. Let 1 < p < oo. We say that a Young function B belongs to

the class Bp or that it satisfies the Bp condition if there is a positive constant

c for which
B(t)dtS V    t

< oo.

We observe that if 1 < p < q < oo , then Bp c Bq .

Remark 2.5. Sometimes it is more convenient to deal with the complementary

function B of B . Assuming that B is doubling, it can be checked using (18)

and (19) that the Young function B satisfies the Bp condition if and only if

there is a positive constant c for which

"0) Í
»' \p~x j

tp   \      dt
< oo.

B{t)J t

We also point out that we get an equivalent definition if we replace c by 1.

Example 2.6. Let 1 < p < oo. A typical Young function that belongs to the

class Bp is B(t) = ts with 1 < s < p. Another more interesting example is

when considering B such that

B(t)^tp'logp'-x+ô(l + t),

or
B(t) « f' logf'-'O + r)[loglog(l + t)f-x+â,

with ô > 0. Then B £ Bp by the above remark.

Our IP version of Theorem 1.2 is
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Corollary 2.7. Let 1 < p < oo, and let B be a Young function such that B £ Bpi.

Suppose that v is a nonnegative function on R" such that for every cube Q

(H) \Q\l,"\\v\\B,dQ<k,

with k independent of Q. Then for each f £ Cq° ,

/ (v(y)\f(y)\)pdy<C [ \Vf(y)\pdy,
Jr» Jr»

where the constant C is a multiple of k, but independent of f.

We point out that this result is contained in Theorem (1.3) of [7] and in

Theorem 4.1 of [25].
Let us show that this result contains Theorem 1.2. Let p = 2 and k,

and <p be as in Theorem 1.2. Let us consider the Young function B(t) =

k J0's<p(k2s2) ds . Since tp is increasing, the condition (2) implies

_L / Rfv(y)\Q\x/n'

\Q\3q-
dy<l.

However, by the definition of the Luxemburg norm (7) this is equivalent with

v\Q\x/"\
<1,    or   |ß|1/n||i>||iMe<fc,

B,dQ

and this is condition (11).
A corresponding result for Lorentz spaces is the following.

Corollary 2.8. Let 1 < r, p < oo. Suppose that v is a nonnegative function on

R" such that for every cube Q,

1
IÖIi/».

\Q\l/rp
\\Xqv\\l'p-°° <k,

-0   :with k independent of Q. Then for each f £ Cfi

[ (v(y)\f(y)\)pdy<C [  \Vf(y)\pdy,
Jr» Jr»

where the constant C is a multiple of k, but independent of f.

We can give a vector-valued version of Theorem 2.3 as follows.

Theorem 2.9. Let 1 < p, q < oo, and let B be a Young function such that

B £ Pmin{p',9'} ■ Suppose that v is a nonnegative function on R" such that for

every cube Q,

\Q\xlnM\B,dQ<k,(12)

with k independent of Q. Then for each f £ C{3C

0

(13) ¿l/f
1/9

u=0

<C

LP

1/9

£|v¿f
,/=0 w

where the constant C is a multiple of k, but independent of f .

For the proof of this theorem we shall make use of the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.10. Let  1 < p, q < oo, and let B  be a Young function such that

B £ Pmin{p,9} ■ Then there is a constant c = cp,9 such that for each f £ Cq° ,

(14) YwBf)q
1/9

./=0

<c

D>

Y\f\Q
1/9

,i=0
If

Of course this lemma contains the classical Fefferman-Stein vector-valued

inequality when considering B(t) = t (cf. [10]).

3. Preliminaries

In this section we shall provide some background from the theory of func-

tion spaces that will be used later. We begin by recalling some basic facts

about the theory of Banach function spaces. We shall refer to [3] for a more

complete account. Let (R,p) be a measure space, and let M+(R) be the

cone of /j-measurable functions on R whose values lie in [0, oo]. A map-

ping p: M+(R) -* [0, oo ] is called a Banach function norm if, for all f, g, fn

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) in M+(R), for all constants a > 0, and for all /¿-measurable

subsets E of R, the following properties hold:

(i)   p(f) = 0 iff / = 0 p-a.e.; p(af) = ap(f) ;
p(f+g)<p(f) + p(g),

(ii) 0 < g < f, p-a.e. implies p(g) <p(f),
(Hi) 0 < /„ Î /, p-a.e. implies p(fn) ] p(f),
(iv) p(E) < oo implies p(xe) < oo,

(v) p(E) < oo implies JEfdp < CEp(f),

for some constant Ce , 0 < Ce < oo, depending on P and p but independent

of/. Let M(R) denote-the collection of all /¿-measurable functions on R. The

collection X - X(p) of all functions / £ M(R) for which p(\f\) = \\f\\x < oo

is called a Banach function space. The most important property of the Banach
function spaces that we shall be using is as follows. Given a Banach function

space X there is another Banach function space X', the associate space of X,

for which the following generalized Holder inequality holds:

(15) I \f(y)g(y)\dp(y)<\\f\\x\\g\\xi
Jr

A Banach function space X is said to be rearrangement-invariant if whenever

f, g £ X are equimeasurable, then \\f\\x = \\g\\x ■ Recall that two functions

are equimeasurable if Pf(t) = pg(t), t > 0, where

pf(t) = p{x£R:\f(x)\>t},

is the distribution of /. Most of the properties of the rearrangement-invariant

spaces can be formulated in terms of the fundamental function of X, <p , given
by

<Px(í) = \\Xe\\x,

where p(E) = t. Observe that the particular choice of the set E with p(E) = t
is immaterial by the rearrangement-invariance of X.  tpx is quasiconcave and

continuous, except perhaps at the origin. Furthermore, if X' is the associate

space of X the following identity holds:

(16) Vx(t)<Px>(t) = t,        t>0.
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Examples of rearrangement-invariant spaces include the Lebesgue LP spaces,

the Lorentz A, M, and Lp'q spaces (cf. [3]), and the Orlicz spaces that we are

going to describe briefly next.

The Orlicz spaces are one of the most relevant rearrangement-invariant Ba-

nach function spaces. We shall provide some basic facts about these spaces,

and refer to the classical reference [17] or to [18, Chapter 3] for a general ac-

count. A function B defined on [0, oo) is a Young function if it is continuous,

convex and increasing and satisfying P(0) = 0 and B(t) -* oo as t —> oo. We

shall assume that P is normalized so that P(l) = 1. We shall require that B

satisfies the A2 condition, namely that there are constants C > 0, k > 0 so

that

(17) B(2t)<CB(t),        t>k>0.

Each Young function B has associated a complementary Young function B

that satisfies

(18) t<B~x(t)B~X(t)<2t,        t>0.

Also we shall make use of the following property without explicit reference:

(19) B(t)*t™{t),        t>0.

Let (X, p) be a measure space and let P be a Young function. The Orlicz

space LB(p) consists of all //-measurable functions / suchthat

^fi(^)^)<oo,

for some k > 0. LB(p) can be normed by the Luxemburg norm defined by

,,„ = inf h > 0 : Í B (^j^) dp(y) < l| .

LB(p) equipped with the Luxemburg norm is a rearrangement-invariant space

with fundamental function given by <ps(t) = c>¿*(^(0 = B~x(\)~x .

Next we shall state the theorem which characterizes those rearrangement-
invariant spaces for which the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M is

bounded. These spaces are characterized in terms of the Boyd upper index

oix , and we refer the reader to [3, p. 149] for the definition. We just mention

that the Lebesgue LP spaces, or more generally, the Lorentz spaces LP •q have

Boyd index equal to + . Also for a Young function B, the Boyd upper index

of the Orlicz space LB(p) is given by

log g(t)

L

aL"(ß) = lim
í—oo     log t

where g is defined by

g(f) = limsup      v '.
S—»oo     D       \~t)

Theorem 3.1 (G. G. Lorentz-T. Shimogaki). Let X be a rearrangement-invariant

space on R" . Then the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M is bounded on

X if and only if the upper index of X satisfies äx < 1.

For the proof we refer the reader to [3, Chapter 3].
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Example 3.2. Let 1 < p < oo , then the Lebesgue LP spaces, or Lorentz LP <q

spaces, have Boyd index less than 1. Also, the same is true for any Orlicz space

LB with Young function defined by B(t) « tp logw(l + t), p > I, m£R.

We shall conclude the section recalling some basic definitions from the theory

of weighted norm inequalities that will be needed later. We say that the weight

w belongs to the Muckenhoupt class Ap , 1 < p < oo, if there is a constant c

such that

Po,       {mlawWd>Y {ml¿a)y'~'dyTic
uniformly for all cubes Q. For 1 < p < oo , p' will always denote the dual of

p, that is i + X = 1 . In the limit case p = 1 , we have

\\Q\Jo
w(y)dy) ess.sup(u;  x) < c

Q )     Q

for all Q ; this is equivalent to saying Mw(x) < cw(x) for almost every x £

R" . For the other limit case, p = oo , we have that

(21) Aoc=\jAp,

/»i

which is equivalent with the definition (1) given in the first section. For a

general introduction to the subject, and for historical comments as well we

refer the reader to [11].

4. Proofs of the extensions of the
Muckenhoupt-Wheeden theorem

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since Iß is a positive operator we may assume that / is
nonnegative. By duality there exists a nonnegative function g £ X' with unit

norm and such that

IIVIU= / hf(y)g(y)dy.
Jr»

We adapt now the so-called Rubio de Francia algorithm (cf. [11, Lemma 4.1 in

Chapter 4]). The assumption Sp < 1 yields the boundedness of the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function M as an operator on X' by Theorem 3.1. Let

0 < A < oo be the norm of that operation. Define

w - x
*-i (2AY '
;=0 v       ;

where M° = I¿ and M' is the z'th iterate of the operator M. Hence, g(x) <

w(x), \\w\\x> < 2\\g\\x' — 2, and furthermore w £ Ax. Therefore, by Theorem
1.1 and the generalized Holder inequality (15)

\\hf\\x<   I Ißf(y)w(y)dy<C [ Mßf(y)w(y)dy
Jr» Jr»

<C\\Mßf\\x\\w\\xl<C\\Mßf\\x.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.   G
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. The vector-valued (5) is obvious for q—p by Theorem

1.1 with w = 1. We shall use some well-known duality arguments. Suppose

first that 1 < q < p < oo. Then we can write

i«I oo \  V9

if

YVßf)9
i=0

= Y   wx)98Wdx>
:     n   JR"

LpIq        (=0

for some 0 < g £ V with unit norm, where t = (|)' > 1. Let 1 < r < t. Then

since M(gr)xlr £ Ax -we have by Theorem 1.1 that

\   1/911«
/   OO

sw <
L"

C£ /   Mßfi(x)"M(gr)(x)l'rdx
,=o ■/R"

<C YWßM
1=0

||M(^)1/rlk« = c

¿/
Y(Mßw

1/9

,1=0

II^OC
£P

Since í > r, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem, and the fact that ||g||i,/ =

1 give the desired result.

Let us suppose now that 1 < p < q < oo, then we can write

/ oo \  1/9

L"

Y(Mßfi)'
1=0

= lllM'Mx)°7Mdx-
Lflt        i=0

for some 0 < g 6 L' with unit norm, where Z = -(|)' > 0 (cf. [11, p. 449]).

Let 0 < r < Z. Observe that this time it is not sure that M(gr)xlr £ Ax, which

would imply that M(gr)~x/r £ A2 c ^4oo • However we have the following

observation:

Lemma 4.1. Let -co < I < 0. Then M(g)x £ Ax .

For the proof simply take s > 1 - A, and write M(g)k = (Mg) rM1-*) which
belongs to As since A/(l - s) < 1 , and 5 > 1  (cf. [11, p. 436]).

By this observation we can continue the proof of the theorem since M(gr)~xlr

£ Aoo . Hence, we can follow our estimate with

(oo \ V9   q oo      . .

oo

Y    hM
,=0 ^K"

X)9
1

M(r)íx)1/'
dx >

1=0 Z7>/«

1
M(g')x/'

IMIi)'

\ 1/«

B w
w=0

II^(^)1AIIZ'-
Li'

Here we have used Holder's inequality with exponent a less than one, namely

WfgWvui) > WfU'wUh-'iii) • Finally, since '- > 1 we apply again the Hardy-
Littlewood maximal theorem, and the fact that \\g\\L< = 1 to conclude the proof

of the theorem.   D
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5. The weighted inequality for Schrödinger operators

We shall start this section by recalling that for a Banach function space X

over R" with respect to the Lebesgue measure, the X-average of any measurable

function / over any cube Q is defined by

(22) ll/llx,¿cH|T/(e)(/*e)llx,
where t¿ , ô > 0, is the dilation operator t¿/(x) = f(ôx). Note that Holder's

inequality for Banach function spaces (15) yields after the change of variable

y = KQ)z

(23) T^i [ f(y)g(y)dy<\\f\\x,dQ\\g\\x>,dQ.
IWil Jq

We also recall that the maximal operator Mx is defined by

MXf(x) = SUP \\f\\x,dQ,

where the supremum is taken over all the cubes containing x .

We shall use the following theorem that can be found in [20].

Theorem 5.1. Let 1 < p < oo. Suppose that B is a Young function. Then the

following are equivalent.

(i)

(24) B£BP;

(ii) there is a constant c such that

(25) / MBf(y)pdy<c f f(y)pdy
Jr» Jr»

for all nonnegative, locally integrable functions f;

(iii) there is a constant c such that

(26) /  MBf(y)pw(y)dy < c f f(yf Mw(y)dy
Jr» Jr»

for all nonnegative, locally integrable functions f and w ;

(iv) there is a constant c such that

for all nonnegative, locally integrable functions f, w and u.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. We first claim that inequality (9) is equivalent to

(28) / (v(y)Ixf(y))p dy < C f f(y)p dy
Jr» Jr»

for all nonnegative functions / £ LP(R"). That (28) is sufficient follows from

the well-known pointwise inequality (cf. [23, p. 125]),

/(x)<c/,(|V/|)(x),        X£R\

which holds for each / e Cq° . To prove the necessity we take any nonnegative

functions / £ Lp(Rn), and test (9) with g = Ixf. However, the Pp-norm of

the operator

Sf = Vhf
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is dominated by a multiple of sums of P^-norms of Riesz transforms and thus

S is bounded on Lp(Rn) (cf. [23] or [11]). Hence this implies that (28) is
necessary, and the claim is complete.

We shall prove now inequality (28). Since the adjoint operator of / —> vlx (f )

is / -> I\(vf), by duality (28) is equivalent to

(29) [ Ix(vf)(x)p'dx<C [ f(x)p'dx,       0</eC0°°.
Jr» Jr»

Now, by Theorem 1.1 it is also equivalent to

(30) / Mx(vf)(x)p'dx<C [ f(x)p'dx.
3r» 3r»

Now, to estimate the left-hand side of (30) we observe that (23) and (8) yield

^ / v(y)f(y)dy < \Q\x/n\\v\\x,dQ\\f\\x>,dQ < k\\f\\x-,dQ,
\y\ jq

from which Mx(vf)(x) < kMx>f(x), x £ R" . Hence, the left-hand side of
(30) is bounded by

C f Mx,f(x)p'dx.
Jr»

Finally, the assumption MX' : LP'(R") -> LP'(R") concludes the proof of the
theorem.   D

Proof of Corollary 2.7. Since it is assumed that B £ Bp* we have from Theo-

rem 5.1, equivalences (i) and (ii), that Mj : LP'(Rn) -* LP'(Rn). Finally, an

application of Theorem 2.3 finishes the proof of the corollary.   D

Proof of Corollary 2.8. Let X = LrP'°° with associated space X' = L^''1 .

The corollary follows from Theorem 2.3 if we show that Mirpyt\ : Lp'(R") —>

Lpl (Rn). But this is equivalent to r > 1 by parts (i) and (ii) of the following

theorem which is the corresponding version of Theorem 5.1 within the Lorentz

spaces context. The proof can also be found in [20].

Theorem 5.2. Let 1 < p, s < oo, and 1 < q < oo. Then the following are
equivalent.

(i)

(31) s<p;

(ii) there is a constant c such that

(32) / Ms,qf(y)pdy<c f f(y)pdy
Jr» Jr»

for all nonnegative, locally integrable functions f;

(iii) there is a constant c such that

(33) / Ms,qf(y)pw(y)dy < c Í f(y)pMw(y)dy
Jr» Jr»

for all nonnegative, locally integrable functions f, and w ;

(iv) there is a constant c such that

(34) /  Mf(y)p-—^4--dy < c [ f(y)p^^dy,
v    ;          Jr»     Jyy' [Ms,,q.(ux/P)(y)]P   y-   UJyy>    u(y)

for all nonnegative, locally integrable functions f,w and u.   D
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Proof of Lemma 2.10. If q = p, then P £ Bminip<q} = Bp, and the vector-
valued inequality (14) follows from equivalences (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1.

For q > p we have that B £ Bminipqy = Bp . Observe that the vector-valued

inequality for q = oo is obvious for every B. Now, since P £ Bp the vector-

valued inequality still persists for q - p by Theorem 5.1 again, and the case

q > p is obtained by interpolation. Now, if 1 < q < p < oo we can write

1/9

Yw*w
Ki=0

LP

Y(M*w
1=0

oo

= Y      (MBfi(x))qg(x)dx,
1=0

for some 0 < g £ V with unit norm, where t = (|)'. Since this time we have

that B £ Bq , Theorem 5.1 (iii) yields

YwbM
i/«

u=o
LP

oo      .

<cY    M
i=0 Jr"

x)qMg(x)dx.

Therefore, by Holder's inequality and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem

the last expression can be estimated by ||(l]/^o(^)?)1/9llL' > concluding the proof

of the lemma.   D

Proof of Theorem 2.9. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we first claim that (13)

is equivalent to

(35)

( oo \  •/«

.1=0

<c

LP

D¿i?
1/9

,i=0
Ii

That this is sufficient follows from f(x) < c/i(|V/|)(x), f £ C^ . To show
that it is also necessary we may use the same argument as in the proof of

Theorem 2.3 but using this time the vector-valued inequality of A. Córdoba
and C. Fefferman (cf. [8])

1/9

Era
w=o

:.i« <c

LP

1/9

Y\f\"
K 1=0 I

LP

Here K is a classical Calderón-Zygmund singular integral operator as defined

in [23].
To prove (35) we consider the Banach space Lp(lq). We recall that the space

Lp(lq) consists of all sequences (f) suchthat

i)\\LP(li) —

1/9

Y\f'\"
w=o        /

< oo.

LP

Thus (35) is equivalent to saying that the operator

T:L"(lq)^Lp(lq),        (f)^(vlxf)
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is bounded. Also this is the same as V being bounded, where V is the dual

of P. However, since Ix is self adjoint the dual of T is given by

T':Lp'(lq')-*Lp'(lq'),        (fl)->(It(pfi)).

Hence, it is enough to show the following vector-valued inequality:

(36) £/>(^y
1/9'

w=0

< c

LP

£(¿y

1/9'

,1=0
Lp'

for all functions 0 < f £ Cq° .   Now, by the vector-valued version of the

Muckenhoupt-Wheeden theorem (Theorem 2.2) this is also equivalent with

(37) YMx(vf)q'
1/9'

,1=0

<c

LP

Y(f)<
1/9'

,1=0
Lp'

for all functions 0 < fi £ Cq° . Now, to estimate the left-hand side of (37) we

observe as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 that (23) and (12) yield Mx(vf)(x) <

kMjf(x), for each x £R" . Hence, the left-hand side of (37) is bounded by

f oo \ '/«'

YMBif')q')
,i=0

LP'

Finally, since we assume that B £ BmXnipi qi}, an application of Lemma 2.10

concludes the proof of Theorem 2.9.   D
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